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b) Since — (1 — s)z < 0, sz > 0 it follows from (5.1) that

*.(») <  ("t-T- dr ^ Í" rdT ^ i(52)2-
Jo    1   -f"   T JO

c) This result is an immediate consequence of the identity

*»(*) = -2      -^—^r.
Jo      1   —   T£
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An Open Formula for the Numerical Integration
of First Order Differential Equations (II)

By Herbert S. Wilf

In a previous paper [1], referred to below as /, a set of formulas was derived for

the numerical integration of systems of first order differential equations. In what

follows we will consider the questions of convergence and stability of the method

and higher order formulas.

We quote here, for reference, the final results of /, namely the propagation

formulas :

(1) yi - yo + Y2 [5/(*o, yo) + 8/(*lf yx) - f(x2, y2*) ]

(2) y2* = 5y0 - 4yi + 2A[/(x„, y0) + 2f(xu yi)]

for the solution of

(3) y = /(*, y)

where yo is given.

1. Convergence. The solution of (1) and (2) for yi proceeds by taking as an

initial guess the y2* from the preceding point. One then applies (2) and (1) succes-

sively until consecutive values of yi agree to sufficient accuracy.
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The convergence is governed by the following theorem.

Theorem. Suppose that on the interval [xo, x2],

ax

HI :   — exists and is everywhere continuous.
dy J

H2:
dy

< M.

Further suppose that the mesh interval A has been chosen so thai

Vñ - 3 _ .7926H3:   0 < A <
2M M

Then the iterative process defined by (1) and (2) converges to a solution yi

of the equations (1), (2).

Proof. Letting yi denote the solution of (1), (2) and yi,r, y\.r denote the r-th

iterated values of yi and y2 respectively, we have

h
yi.r+i = yo + j2  i5f(xo, yo)   +  8/(xi, yi,r)   - f(x2,  yî.r+1)]

and therefore,

(4) y, - yi,r+i = — {8[/(xi, yx) - f(xu y1>r)] - [/(*>, y2*) - /(** yl,r+i)l\-

Now,

df
(5) f(xi, yi) - f(xu yi.,) = (yi - yi.r) — (xi, vi)

for some ru, in (yit yi ,r) and

(6) f(xt, y2*) - /(x2, y*2¡r+i) = (y2* - y*Ur+1) — (x2, r,2)

= y (x2, vî)\ l-Aiyi - yUr) + Ahiyi - yi.r) -- (xi, vi) \

= 4(yi - yi,r) ~ (x2, Vi)\h— (xi, m) - 1 |.

Inserting (6), (5) in (4) we get

h    (     df
(7) (yi - yi.r+i) = (yi - yi.r) ^ |8 ~L (*»> i»)

-4|(x2>)?2)[a g^i.^i) - 1 }

for some v2 in (y2*, y2,r+i).
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To prove convergence, i.e., that (yi — yi,r) —> 0, we need only show that the

coefficient of yi — yi,r in (7) is, in absolute value, < 1. We have

I yi - yi.r+11 < I yi - yi,, I ¿ {SM + AM(hM + l)

= I yi - yi.r I \hM + —— 1.

Hypothesis H3 assures us that AMI 1 4- — J < 1 which proves the theorem.

2. Stability. Let y denote the true solution of (3), z denote the calculated solu-

tion from (1), (2) and ij = y — z be the error.

Now y satisfies

(8) yx = yo + A [5/(x0, yi) + 8/(xlt y,) - /(x2, y2*)] 4- r,

(9) y2* = 5y0 - 4yi + 2A[/(x„, y0) + 2/(xx, y,)]

where Ti is the truncation error given by (8.1) of /, and z satisfies

(10) zi = zo + A [5/(xo, so) + 8/(xi, 3i) - /(x2, «,*)] 4- APl

(11) z2* = 5zo - 4íi + 2A[/(x„, zo) + 2/(xi, Zl)] + Ap2

where pi, p2 are round off error in the evaluation of /.

By subtraction, we get

(12) Wl{i_Äg + ^2}=,B{i-^} + r

where we have assumed

df
a) — is constant ( =g) over the interval in question.

dy
b) Round off error is negligible.

c) Truncation error is constant ( = 7").

The solution of (12) is

(13) vn = X"r,„ + (V - 1)

where

(14) X =

hgil - kg/2)
where

1 - (Ag)2/6

1 - kg + \ihg)2 •

The initial error tj0 will therefore decrease in magnitude when | X | < 1 which

occurs for —  °°  < hg < 0 and for hg > 2.

We may then summarize the discussion of this and the preceding sections by

noting that convergence and stability occur simultaneously only when

(15) -.7926 < hg < 0.

If df/dy is positive, errors introduced at any stage will grow in magnitude, and

the integration had better be performed in the reverse direction. This behaviour is

characteristic of numerical integration techniques.
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3. A Higher Order Formula. The formulas corresponding to (1) and (2) for an error

of order A6 are as follows:

(16) yi = y„ + A [9/(x0, yo) + 19/(xx, yi) - 5/(x2, y2*) +/(x3, y3*)] + 0(A6)

(17) y2* = yo + \ [/(*», yo) + 4/(xx, y{) + f(x2, y2*)]

(18) y3* = 9yi - 8y0 - 3A[/(x0, y0) + 2/(x1( yx) - /(x2, y2*)].

These formulas are used to find yi as follows:

a) Guess yi = y*(x — A), y2* = y3*(x — A).

b) Calculate improved values of y3*, y2*, yi in that order.

c) Repeat from b) until yi has converged before proceeding to the next

point.

Note that no starter formulas are required since initially we may guess yo =

yi = y2* = y3* and proceed from b) above.
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TECHNICAL NOTES AND SHORT PAPERS

Note on the Computation of the Zeros of Functions Satisfying
a Second Order Differential Equation

By D. J. Hofsommer

It has been pointed out by P. Wynn [1] that, if a function satisfies a second

order differential equation, this fact may be used with advantage in the computa-

tion of its zeros. In his note he only pays attention to Richmonds formula which,

incidentally, was already known to Schröder [2]. We will elaborate his idea to con-

struct another iteration formula.

Let/(x) be the function, the roots of which are to be computed. Let a be such a

root and let x be a first approximation. If the approximation is sufficiently close,

(!)   „ = *_///'_ K/7/')(///')2-i [3(/"//')!-/'"//'](///')3 + o[(///')4].

This series may be used either for direct computation in taking enough terms, or

for obtaining an iterative process if only few terms are retained. If fix) satisfies the

homogeneous differential equation

(2) f" = 2Pf'+Qf+2S,

substitution in the series (1) yields

(3) « = x - ///' + (P 4- S/f) (f/f)2

- UAP2 - P' + Q 4- 10P5//' + S'/f + OS2//2) (///')' + 0[(///')4]
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